MORE THAN JUST A PRETTY CASE.

PERLICK CUSTOM CABINETS
THE PERFECT COMBINATION OF BEAUTY AND FUNCTION
Perlick offers the most versatile lineup of custom undercounter and back bar cabinets in the industry. Not only are they ideal for use in bars, but also in cafeterias, delis, wine shops and in many other venues, as well. Our all-stainless-steel construction and two-inch-thick insulation provide improved durability and energy efficiency. Superior cabinet construction combined with the highest Energy Efficiency Rating (EER) compressors in their class produce dramatically lower energy costs, and low-E glass doors offer better insulating characteristics, reducing possible condensation on the glass in humid conditions.

Have the doors and condensing unit cover of your cabinet finished at the factory in black or stainless steel, or be painted or laminated in the color or laminate of your choice. Your cabinet can also be prepared for laminating in the field to ensure a perfect match with your decor.

Why settle for just an ordinary refrigerated cabinet when you can have the versatility, along with the custom look, at a very competitive price?
BS/BR SERIES CUSTOM BACK BARS
Available in one-door, self-contained (32") and two-, three- and four-door self-contained (60", 84", 108"), as well as in two-, three- and four-door remote cabinets (48", 72", 96"). You can store food as well as beverages in these attractive cabinets. All models are ANSI/NSF #7 approved for open food storage. They are also perfect wine coolers. With optional pullout shelves and optional multiple temperature controls, they will conveniently store both red and white wine at just the perfect temperatures. You can use these versatile cabinets as draft beer dispensers. And, you may order them with optional attractive dispensing towers to fit your décor.

Model shown: BS32
32"L x 24 ¾"D x 34 ½"H

Model shown: BS60 with optional casters
60"L x 24 ¾"D x 34 ½"H
CUSTOM CABINETS FOR BEVERAGE STORAGE

PS/PR SERIES PASS-THRU CUSTOM BACK BARS
Available in four- and six-door self-contained cabinets (60”, 84”), or four- and six-door remote cabinets (48”, 72”). Create a distinctive, custom island back bar with custom doors on each side of the cabinet, or a front-serve, rear-feed cabinet.

Model shown: PS60
60”L x 26 ¾”D x 34 ½”H

NS SERIES NARROW DOOR CUSTOM BACK BARS
These units are available in two-door (52”) and three-door (72”) units. Door is 4” narrower than the standard door to accommodate tight working spaces.

Model shown: NS72 with optional legs
72”L x 24 ¾”D x 34 ½”H

Perlick®
Always raising the bar.
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BSDZ SERIES DUAL ZONE CUSTOM BACK BARS
An industry exclusive. With the increasing popularity of wine, we came to the rescue. In the newest addition to our line of custom units, you can get two temperature zones in 60” of space – beer/white wine, beer/red wine or white wine/red wine.

Model shown: BSDZ60
60” L x 24 ¾” D x 34 ½” H

BN SERIES CUSTOM BACK BARS
(Non-refrigerated)
Available with one and two doors (24”, 48”). Once you have created your custom look with refrigerated cabinets, supplement them by choosing BN series non-refrigerated cabinets for dry storage like napkins, swizzle sticks and/or lockable backup liquor bottles.

Model shown: BN48
48” L x 24 ¾” D x 34 ½” H

Perlick®
Always raising the bar.
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SLIDING GLASS DOORS AVAILABLE
For two- and four-door models. Doors slide in front of each other, saving aisle space. *(Not available on NS Series.)* Cabinet must be mounted on platform base, legs or casters.

GLASS MERCHANDISE DISPLAYS
Available in 14”, 19” and 24” D; 24” to 72” L. Holds up to 208 12-ounce longneck domestic beer bottles.

DIVIDER SHELF
CLAMP-ON SHELF DIVIDER
WINE SHELF
CASTER KITS
LEG KITS WITH OPTIONAL BASE PLATES
STAINLESS STEEL PULL TAB
ENHANCE YOUR BACK BAR WITH A DRAFT BEER DISPENSING KIT FROM THE WIDE VARIETY OF STYLES PERLICK HAS AVAILABLE

BLACK VINYL
STAINLESS STEEL
LAMINATED (Available for field laminating.)
PAINTED

GLASS W/BLACK VINYL FRAME
GLASS W/STAINLESS STEEL FRAME
GLASS W/LAMINATED FRAME
GLASS W/PAINTED FRAME

PERLICK ACCESSORIES TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR BACK BAR

ENHANCE YOUR BACK BAR WITH A DRAFT BEER DISPENSING KIT FROM THE WIDE VARIETY OF STYLES PERLICK HAS AVAILABLE

STANDARD DRAFT ARM
EURO DRAFT ARM
BRASS TEE TOWER
LUCKY DRAFT ARM
PANTHER DRAFT ARM

Always raising the bar.
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HAVE IT YOUR WAY
The old days of black and stainless steel being your only choices are gone. Perlick will customize your package with the color or finish that represents your brand or simply expresses your sense of style. Even if you don't have one!

MATCH ANY BRAND DESIGN
YOU CAN IMAGINE...
YES, EVEN PLAID!

DOUBLE STACK TWO BACK BARS
TO CREATE A DISPLAY CASE

CS SERIES BACK BARS
Perlick also offers a series of back bar coolers for those who don't need all the “bells and whistles” of the BS Series. These stock coolers include one-, two-, three- and four-door, self-contained units in sizes similar to the BS Series. Available in black or stainless steel finish, with solid or glass doors. Top ends and back are stainless steel. (Not customizable.)